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  When we think of philanthropists in today’s society, perhaps the first names that come to mind are Warren 

Buffet and Bill Gates. But according to a recent study carried out by the women’ s philanthropy Institute of 

India  at the university of India. Women are as much as 40% more charitable than men. 

  Women at nearly every income [salary] level are better givers. Not only they often give more, but they also 

tend to donate more frequently.’charity doesn’ t concern males only’, says Dr Debra Mesch, the director of 

the  Institute.’we are seeing women  really growing in terms of philanthropy’.The study ,entitled ‘Women 

Give 2020’, is the first to look at philanthropy by gender. 

  The gender giving –gap varied by type of charity. The survey showed  that women were less likely than  

men to give money to help arts and culture organisations.In contrast, they were 55%  more likely donors to 

international causes than men, 42% more likely to help religious organizations, 32%  more likely to offer 

aids to associations interested in youth  and family purposes as explained by the director  of a social 

organization aiming to pull children out  of poverty in America that 60%  of its donors are women 

.’Ultimately ,our  cause and what we do is about children and poverty, and very naturally ,women gravitate 

toward those issues more and better than men do’ Hanlon says. 

   Finally, the director of the American Institute proved throughout this study that women are in fact more 

compassionate and charitable than men. 

                                                                                                               Adapted from Internet 

A-COMPREHENSION AND INTERPRETATION: 

1) Choose the right answer: [0.5] 

     The text is: 

                         a-a letter      b-A report    c-An extract of a novel 

2) The text is about: [0,5] 

    A-famous charities in the world. B-The importance of charity .  C-Gender’s charity. 

3) Say if the following sentences are true or false [2pts] 

   a-Warren Buffet and Bill Gates are  the most famous charitable men in the world. 

   b-According to the text men give more money that women do. 

   c-Women are less interested in arts and culture than men 

   d-Women give charities to help  reducing poverty in America. 

4) In which paragragh are’ the names of famous charitable people mentioned’?.................. [0,5] 

5) Answer the questions: [3,5pts] 

   A]Why do women give more money to organizations interested in youth and family? 

   B]What did the study find out? 

   C]Are women more generous than men? Justify? 

6) What or who the underlined words refer to in the text? [1pts] 

   a-The first [2nd§]…[………….                    B-They [3rd §]……………………. 
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TEXT EXPLORATION: 

1) Find in the text words whose definitions follow  [1pt] 

   a-People who are generous and charitable…………………………………[1st §] 

   b-The reasons for which anything is done ,created , or exists……………………………[3rd §] 

2) Complete the table: [1pt] 
 

Verb Noun Adjective 

To organize 

……………………. 

………………………………………. 

………………………………………… 

………… 

Donated 
 

3) Complete sentence ‘b’ so that it means the same as sentence ‘a’ [2pts] 

   A1-The director said  ‘our cause and what we do is about children and poverty’ 

   B1-The director said…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

   A2-Dr Debra Mesch says  ‘charity doesn’t concern males only’ 

   B2-Dr Debra Mesch says……………………………………………………………………………………. 

   A3-The reporter asked the men  ‘why did people help each other during hard times ?’ 

   B3-The reporter   asked………………………………………………………………………………........... 

   A4- During an earthquake you ‘d better not panic. 

   B4-During an earthquake,…………………………………………………………………………………… 

4) Put the verbs between brackets in the correct form [1pt] 

   1-A strong earthquake [to hit]………………. Turkey months ago. 

   2-Charities [to be]……………independent organizations that help the poor. 

5) Fill in the gaps with the right word from the list [1pt] 

   Aware ,to found , campaign , already. 

  I and five of  my friends are going ……………..a charity in the new town next June .We 

have………..made plans about it.First I’m going to organize  a………….in the city in order to make 

people……………of  the advantages of  founding this  charity .Then my friends are going to launch 

announcements in public places. 
 

6) Classify the words according to the pronunciation of their final ‘ed’ [1pt[ 

Carried , showed , helped , interested. 
 

\t\ \d\ \id\ 

   

 

WRITTEN EXPRESSION: [5pts] 

Choose one topic: 

Topic1: Charity is a social responsibility to which Islam gives great importance. Below are some of its 

advantages. Use them to write a composition about it  

 -To create social charity. 

 -To encourage poor people, get their rights decently. 

 -To make poor people feel socially integrated. 

 -To encourage rich people donate / give part of their money.    

            

Topic TWO: Write a short announcement advertising the precautions that people should take before, during 

and after an earthquake.  

 

                                                                                                                   GOOD LUCK 
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